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We help companies unlock the passion of their customers.
The Lithium Social Customer Suite allows brands to build vibrant customer communities that:
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The Imperative
of Trust

We live in a relationship-driven economy. Customers trust

Brand value is built on consumer trust, that trust is translated

other customers most. What you have to say as a brand is

into consumer behavior as they share their trust in you with

not nearly as relevant as what your customers say about

their on- and offline networks. For example, a consumer has

you. And, with online access to thousands of brands and

a great experience with your brand; she tells her family and

every one of your competitors, your customers turn to the

friends, they trust her so they trust your brand. The good

people they trust most in their lives for product and service

news is, that social media makes all that very easy and gives

recommendations. A hierarchy of trust influences consumer

those messages great reach.

buying habits today. Relationships now, not marketing, are the
chief drivers of our economy.
But customer-to-customer relationships are not the only
ones that matter. There is another type of trust that drives

66% of brand mentions over
social media are positive

you’ re awes

ome!

Source: wommapedia.org

spending—trust in brands.
Trust is the name of the game with today’s customers— and

So why do customer experiences (product, service,

either you have it or you don’t. (And woe to those brands who

messaging) matter so much? They’re the only real

don’t). Customers trust each other to recommend brands,

touchpoints you have with a customer and the truth is, direct

but if your brand doesn’t have a foundation of trust with

experiences trump peer recommendations any day when it

consumers in the first place, it won’t matter what they say.

comes to trust.

Trust is defined as “a future expectation based on a past
experience”, and it’s the root of brand value. So, no matter
how kickass your products or services might be, if you’re
not meeting expectations, your brand is on the fast track to
irrelevance. If you’re not building trust through customer
experiences with your brand, you’re losing out to competitors
as you read this.

Customer experiences consist of two parts: what you control
and what the customer perceives. You can have the best
product, but if the customer had different expectations they
perceive disappointment. You can train your customer service
reps to respond in a courteous manner, but if the customer
is irate they’ll tweet their rage on the spot. If your marketing
messages don’t resonate with what your customers value,
they will fall on deaf ears or worse, offend or annoy and send
consumers to a competitor who speaks their language.
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It’s a tough game to get right. Every piece needs to align
to create a web of trust that translates into the customer
trusting your brand. But with so many variables, what can you
do to improve trust?
One way is to pull customers into a customer community
and tap into their shared interests—which isn’t in your
brand, by the way, but in your brand value. Customers
don’t really care who you are, they care about what you do
to make their lives better, easier, healthier, richer, happier,
more influential. Customer communities bring people
together around common interests, which, as pointed out in
Science of Social 2, makes them highly relevant. A customer

#$%*!

community is a gathering spot, a hub, where you can meet
your customers on their terms, provide value, control the
experience, and drive trust.

.
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Trust Defined

If trust is “a future expectation based on a past experience”

with other brands. Both brand promises and perceived

then brands need to wake up to the reality that you’re not

promises form a basic level of trust. But these promises are only

just competing in your sector or industry anymore. You’re

half of the trust equation. The second half is the actual customer

competing on customer experience. Period. Amazon, Google,

experience. They watch to see if you put your money (ahem, their

Apple, Facebook – they set the standard for what your

money) where your mouth is. Then they measure how well you

customers expect.

did compared to the best customer experience they’ve ever had
from anyone. Unfair? Maybe. But it’s reality now.

66% of consumers claim that positive
experiences with any brand set expectations
for experiences with all brands.
Source: Forrester Consulting

Couple this with the fact that consumers are carrying mobile
technology 24/7, and they expect to be able to use it and
interact with brands whenever and wherever they want. This

Simply put, rising customer expectations are out pacing the
delivery of brand promises. And this inherently erodes trust
in your brand. You may have an awesome product and great
service for someone in your market, but if your customer had
a better experience via Amazon, they expect you to up the ante
and match that experience. Trust isn’t a matter of just “not
doing something wrong” – it can be as simple as “another
company did it better— why aren’t you?”

means you no longer have the privilege of thinking this stuff

Most brands can’t reinvent themselves from scratch every

doesn’t apply to you. Customers won’t give you a chance to

time another brand’s experience implies you should be bigger,

explain why you’re different or why you “can’t.” They just click

better, faster, easier. So brands counteract by improving

on the next available company in Google results. You may be a

delivery. But improving delivery itself isn’t always the magic

small, local clothing retailer, but you’re up against the service

bullet. Customer experience is based on the entire experience

delivery standards of Zappos. Expectations are rising. And

a consumer has with a brand, not just delivery.

they’re rising faster than most brands can keep up.
How does this impact trust? Brands embody a promise,
which we will define as a company’s pre-determined set
of customer expectations. Consumers also have perceived
brand promises based on what they independently expect
from a brand and these are often driven by past experiences

54% of customers report that at least half
the value they get from a brand is from the
overall end-to-end experience.
Source: Kelton Research
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Because you could be doing everything right, and still
be outdone by someone who just does it better or more
impressively, you must constantly innovate to create value and
drive trust. And one of the best ways to purposefully create
trust is to design a customer community where you rally
customers around a common interest and let them:
1. inspire trust in your brand by generating their own
trusted user-content.
2. problem-solve together.
3. discuss the issues that matter to them.
Empowering customers to create their own experiences
around your brand develops trust by placing customers in the
driver seat while you remain the vehicle they’re driving.

t his cust omer has
a so lut ion f or you
4
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Trust and the
Customer
Experience
With 1.5 billion of us now in online social networks, more and

cool club. Where would you and your friends rather gather?

more, it’s the digital customer experience that matters most.

An owned digital property puts you in charge of your social

And brands are taking notice. eMarketer predicts that by 2017,

“club.” But it does much more than that. It gives you the

one in four marketing dollars will be spent on digital.

opportunity to better leverage your customer relationships—

By 2017, one in four marketing dollars will
be spent on digital
Source: eMarketer

and their social networks.
Here’s how it works. Customers come with their own on- and
offline social networks of varying degrees of trust—anywhere
from Facebook friends they really don’t know (low trust) to
loved ones and immediate family they know well (extremely
high trust). Customer communities gather people with
similar interests in one highly relevant place, but where no

Brands are going where their consumers are, which

one there really knows each other. They are highly relevant by

absolutely makes sense. But as brands invest more in the

nature, but trust needs to be built. The good news is, that in

relatively new and highly emergent digital arena, they begin

customer communities, it’s easy to do.

asking themselves exactly how and where they should place
their bets.

uch.>
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Customer communities provide trusted content, shared
information, discussion topics, problem-solving and fun.

only 2% of fans ever return to
brand pages on Facebook after
liking them

The most passionate members become community leaders,

Source: Social Media Today

services, it’s about what you do to make their lives better.)

Instead of throwing money into public social networks where
customers are engaged by many things other than your
brand, owned digital properties attract customers to you and
give them a place to belong, share interests, and engage

experts and brand influencers. These are your community
superfans, and they rally others around the benefits of your
brand value. (Remember, it’s not about your products or
As community members network and communicate, they
build trust with each other. And as they build trust, they share
it with their own trusted social networks. And that attracts
more people to your site.

each other and your brand. Liken it to spending time with

Community members generate content for you, which is more

your friends at a really cool club vs owning your own really

trusted than anything you could possibly produce. And as
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you interact with them, you build on the trust growing among

Creating digital customer experiences through a customer

them. Remember, trust is all about relationships—customer

community is a proven method for building trust and

communities are prime opportunities to put a human heart

nurturing customer loyalty. It’s also a key place your

and face on your brand and encourage trust. Anytime you can

customer will turn when a potentially trust-breaking incident

make your brand seem more human— using video and audio,

occurs, and where those most loyal to your brand will help

giving the inside story, sharing plans, asking for feedback,

you rebuild any broken trust.

engaging in discussions—you’re generating trust. Importantly,
you’re generating two-way trust: Customers trusting in your
brand, and your brand trusting in your customers.
That may feel odd, but if trust doesn’t go both ways, you
don’t really have a relationship. Customers are wonderful
innovators and typically will be quite vocal about telling you
everything you need to know to make and keep them happy.
They will guide your brand to the experiences they need to
trust you.

In general, you can expect
them to ask you to:
• Speak as a human—be authentic
• Engage in discussions
• Use gamification to make it fun and allow
people to rank up in influence
• Be present, but let them talk freely
• Be honest and transparent

6
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The
Consequences
of Broken Trust
Lack of consumer trust spells bad news for brands and the

Just 15% of US consumers today trust business leaders to

news today just keeps going from bad to worse. Consumer

do the right thing1. With little inherent trust in brands or the

trust, in fact, seems to be falling off the cliff.

people who run them to begin with, a breach of trust can be
life-threatening. If you survive at all, it can be a remarkably

10% of consumers trust brands today,
down from 17% just last year.

difficult recovery. This is not exactly news—that it continues to
worsen is news. Over the past 5 years, consumer expectations
have increased on average 20% while brands have stepped
up delivery by just 5%.2 And in today’s environment, under-

53% say they won’t buy from a company
they don’t trust

delivering has big consequences.
As we have all seen time and again, when trust is shattered
stocks fall. Revenue drops. Retention plummets. And your

56% will openly criticize companies they
don’t trust

competitors celebrate. With every brand’s reputation visible to

85%

30% will share negative opinions online
Source: Marketing Week

40%

take a hike
after two
errors

17%

leave you
after a single
service
slip-up

28%

potential
loss of
business
from
customer
service
blunders
alone

have had
enough after
the third
mistake
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more than a billion online consumers 24/7, it only takes one
small mistake to create a truly catastrophic event.

How does consumer-brand trust break?
By actions and perceptions. Common
trust-breaking actions include:

5. miss-set sales, discount, refund and
warranty expectations
6. negative word-of-mouth messages from
other customers
We’re suspicious by nature, and we jump at any hint that

1. not delivering on expectations

someone might be doing us wrong.

2. problems with a product/service

The common denominator in nearly every breach of trust is a

3. billing errors

human being. Trust is built on relationships and expectations,

4. poor customer service
5. lack of transparency
6. inauthentic messaging

A perception of untrustworthiness in
brands include:
1. too much lag time before the
brand responds to a complaint or
question online
2. ignoring, mishandling or deleting
customer complaints
3. failing to communicate
during the purchasing
or shipping process
4. failure to

on what people (and thus brands) do and what they are
perceived to do. Trust breaks when these are unmet
or when you fail to live up to what people expect.
And most of the time, it’s unintentional, from acting
without thinking, from making a, well, human
mistake. Yes, there are those cases of corporate
fraud and criminal activity where consumers are
unsuspecting victims from the get-go. And there are
also times when the brand is the victim of crime and
unfortunately, pays for it by losing consumer trust.
Cyber criminals are one of the biggest
threats to brand trust today. Even
a scare of a data breach, sends
messages reverberating across the
social web that a brand is unsafe.
In late 2013, Target had one of

communicate known

the largest corporate security

missteps or issues

breaches in history when more

as soon as they arise

than 110 million consumer’s

8
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credit, debit card and personal information was stolen at

communications plan in place. But public perception was that

the peak of the Christmas shopping season. Their inability

they should have been told sooner. Target lost enough brand

to communicate the breach in a way that met customer

trust from the breach—then they caused it to fall further by

expectations was an expensive stumble. The third-largest

how they responded to it.

retailer in America saw earnings—and stock price—fall at the
peak of their busiest season.

Which leads us to a key point: when trust is broken, it’s how
you respond to it that matters most. In fact, the response is
often more important to customers than the actual incident.

Target Corporation Stock Price

It can actually lead to more than just redemption—it can forge
new levels of trust if handled right.

NOV ‘13

FEB ‘14

But even more than the financial toll, Target has taken a
serious trust hit for their response to the incident. They were
not the first to reveal the breach to the public and their call
centers were in gridlock once they did. While Target’s actions
may have made logical sense—they may have truly needed
four days before they understood the issue’s scale and had a

9
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Crisis Planning

When customers trust a brand, they trust you to be
transparent, to be honest, to act with integrity – and at a
deeper level, to do what is best on their behalf. They want
to be treated fairly, to be respected, and to know that you’re

>70% of Twitter users expect
brands to respond to their tweets

the perception of your brand’s honesty and transparency now

Of those, 65% want a response in 2 hours
and >50% want it within the hour

runs neck and neck with your product price and quality as key

Source: Millward Brown

capable of solving problems in an acceptable manner. In fact,

influencers of purchase behavior3.

If a company does not reflect the personal values
of the consumer:

50% say they’ll stop buying their products
or a services

Today’s consumers believe your response time on social
media is an indicator of trust and respect. The need to collect
yourself may be justified by your legal, IT, and public relations
folks, but as we saw with Target’s four-day silence after a
major data breach, customers perceive the lapse in time is
as indicator that you’re hiding something. Especially when it
comes to the customer experience, perception is reality.

30% report they’ll encourage their friends
and families to do the same

When there is a problem, one of the first places customers
will go is to social sites. And that’s where you want them.
Target set up a separate customer service phone line to

25% say they’ll support a boycott of
the company
Source: Cohn & Wolfe

Since customers are in social networks so much of the
time today, it will most likely will be on social media that

respond to the tsunami of inquiry around the security breach
(how old school is that?) but it was inundated and quickly hit
gridlock, infuriating people even more. Had they had a plan
in place to address this type of breach more immediately
through social channels, they could have avoided instead of
compounding customer anxiety.

they’ll learn of a brand mishap. It’s better to immediately

Whether trust is broken by a cyber attack, one customer

acknowledge the circumstances and promise that a further

who got a nasty response from an overly tired service rep,

more detailed response is forthcoming. Remaining silent until

a major recall (as Toyota has gone through)—it’s essential

you have all your ducks in a row is just not an option today.

to have a plan in place. You need a predetermined team of
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stakeholders, protocols and prepared responses so that you
can act fast and keep your customers informed while you do
what you need to remedy or investigate the situation.
Part of being prepared is knowing how you will respond in
your customer community and social media sites. You need
a consistent tone and messaging, but at the same time you
need to come across as a real people who care and are
doing their best to help the customer through the crisis. Be
sure to have an escalation plan in place, with clear roles and
responsibilities. Front-line employees need to be empowered
as much as possible to respond to customer questions and
concerns. (And don’t forget your internal communications,
too. Your employees may be panicking just as much as
your customers.)
Your brand influencers in your customer community will also
want to know how they should respond. You could openly
discuss ahead of time your best practices for crisis response,
and ask customers how they would like you to respond in
various hypothetical situations. What you want to get across is
the fact that you care. Because that’s what lays the ground for
forgiveness. And forgiveness is crucial to rebuilding trust.

11
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Rebuilding
Trust

Once trust has been lost, it’s very challenging to restore, but

unattractive pricing changes in the summer of 2011. But

it can be done. If you demonstrate that you are remedying or

the great thing about Netflix is that they woke up. Instead

compensating for the problem, you have a very good chance

of trying to “manage” customer expectations and appetites,

of retaining your customers and rebuilding trust. It takes what

they took the back half of 2011 as a learning moment and

is often hardest for a brand to do: be sincerely humble.

radically changed their business. Not only did they start
tuning into their customer needs and wants, they let them

An apology is only as good as it is sincere, and only as good as

change their business model. Netflix looked at audience data

the actions taken to back it up. This means customers need to

and found three big stand out tastes—for politics, thrillers and

hear a direct apology, but they also must see change. A social

Kevin Spacey. Bam! The fabulously popular award-winning

customer community is one of the best places to dialogue

House of Cards was the result. And, they made the entire first

with customers and let them know what you are planning to

season available on-demand in one fell swoop—a seriously

do. In any crisis, people want a hero to rise up in their midst.

innovative and differentiating move in an industry where vice-

By responding well and going the extra mile to compensate

like grip over distribution is the norm. Netflix took a hard look

for what went wrong, your brand can be the hero they need.

at customer appetites and expectations, stepped up delivery,

And not only can you become the hero, you can bring your
customers in on the remedy process and let them become
part of the solution. Ask them what they would like to see

and turned the value equation back around. In the words of
Kevin Spacey, “All we did was just give them what they want,
how they want it, and when they want it.”

happen, what would matter to them most. Don’t assume
you know. If you allow customers to perceive you as human,
and you demonstrate sincere remorse and a willingness
to redeem yourself – you actually connect to customers on

Netflix Stock Price
Comcast is another great recovery story. They really stepped

a much deeper level. Broken trust can be seen as a death
knell, or an opportunity—an opportunity to build greater trust,
increase loyalty, to meet customers where, when and how
they want to be engaged and to provide net new value.
Trust absolutely can be rebuilt. Consider Netflix—deep in
social media hot water with their customers over sudden,
2011

2012

2013
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in it in 2007 when web cam videos of cable guys sleeping on

Sure, stock price is affected by way more than a few little trust

customer couches went viral. But instead of running away

issues. Or is it?

from social media, they doubled down. They became more
customer-centric, started listening actively to their customers
and even took it up a notch. They invested in an infrastructure
that would allow them to respond to (and importantly lead) social
conversations around the brand—an online customer community.

2008

learning from your customers so you can meet skyrocketing
customer expectations head-on with exceptional delivery is a
must-do today. It helps to build and grow the most valuable
asset you can possibly acquire—customer trust.

resources

Comcast Stock Price

2006

Using social media to be present, engaged and constantly

1. Edelman Trust Barometer
2. Forbes, Brand and Marketing Trends for 2014
3. Cohn & Wolfe, From Transparency to Full Disclosure

2010

2012

Lithium social helps the world’s best brands build trusted relationships with customers. Lithium helps more than 300 iconic brands — including AT&T, Best Buy,
Indosat, Sephora, Skype and Telstra — respond on social networks and build trusted content on a community they own. The 100% SaaS-based Lithium Social Customer
Experience™ platform enables brands to build and engage vibrant customer communities to drive sales, reduce service costs, accelerate innovation
and grow brand advocacy. For more information, visit lithium.com, or connect with us on Twitter, Facebook and our own community. Lithium is privately held with
corporate headquarters in San Francisco and offices across Europe, Asia and Australia.
The Lithium® logo is a registered Service Mark of Lithium Technologies. All trademarks and product names are the property of their respective owners.
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